Aerospace
Case Study

Streamlining Document Management
Xerox helps improve efficiencies and
reduce costs for aerospace customer.
Xerox® DocuShare Enterprise Server anchors a
winning solution that takes workflow simplicity
and productivity to new heights.

The Challenge
A leading aerospace company came to Xerox
with a desperate need. Its existing, laborintensive document scanning process, based
on WaveScan, had begun to fail. The company
was extremely concerned that if something
was not done quickly, critical documents and
data would be lost.

The Solution
Industry
Aerospace

Solution
• Xerox® DocuShare® Enterprise Server
• Decentralized scanning configuration
with two scanning workstations
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Xerox promised the customer that it would
migrate all of the WaveScan data to a new,
more efficient and secure system by a specific
date. It also assured the company that its new
scanning workflow would be faster and easier
to use. Plus, with the addition of a Xerox®
DocuShare document management system,
it would truly own its own data in a secure,
auditable environment.
The Xerox team implemented a decentralized
scanning configuration with two scan
workstations. Taking advantage of the strong
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structured form processing capabilities, data
entry became automated for many of the
customer’s forms. By enabling each scan to
exist as an independent batch in the server
client environment, both of the scan
operators now had the ability to stop what
they were doing and let the other operator
pick up at any point in the process (scanning,
validation, release, etc.). The customer
praised the new scanning process as both
faster and significantly more accurate while
ensuring that critical data is securely stored
and cannot be lost.

The Results
The customer agrees that the solution
fulfilled all of the Xerox team’s promises. It
also has discovered that the best part of
the new solution is that its scan operators
no longer have to type in every single piece
of data that they want to store. Xerox has
reliably automated the scan process for many
of the company’s documents. Plus, with
the capability to “Google” their documents,
employees are able to get more done than
ever before.

